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Abstract
This paper describes three extensions to computational tree logic: one
which uses relational atomic propositions; one which can handle undefined
terms; and, last, the direct combination of the first two extensions.
1 Introduction
This paper summarises the author’s explorations in using temporal logics, and
should be taken in context with Technical Report CS-TR-1229 [Col10]. In particu-
lar, we give three extensions to computational tree logic (CTL*) [CES86, Eme90]
that resulted from the author’s use of temporal logic as a basis on which to build
rely/guarantee frameworks.1 We use a branching-time logic in particular as the
structure of its models match the semantic structure of the languages we wish
to reason about using a rely/guarantee framework. Ultimately we recognise that
there is some debate regarding the suitability of the various forms of temporal
logics [EH86] but take the position that the explicit structural similarities are use-
ful. This paper will not go into detail about the design of rely/guarantee reasoning
frameworks, though it will give justifications for some decisions as coming from
them.
The starting point of this paper is CTL* and we assume that the reader is fa-
miliar with it as it is a well-understood branching-time temporal logic. We have
omitted the binary until (U) operator, for reasons detailed in Section 3 relating
to undefinedness. So far as we are aware, our extension using relational atomic
predicates is unique.
1One such attempt is detailed in the mentioned technical report [Col10]; for rely/guarantee rea-
soning in general, see [Jon83].
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The extension of CTL* to deal with undefinedness, however, has also been
explored by Akama et al [ANY08] and Bruns & Godefroid [BG00], among others.
We do not claim any new insights into this as such, but we do assert that our
formulation is more to the spirit of Jones and Middelburg’s formulation of the
logic of partial functions (LPF) in [JM94]. It is our aim that the formulation of
CTL∗
⊥
in Section 3 and Relational CTL∗
⊥
in Section 4 handle undefinedness in a
manner familiar to a user of LPF.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an extension of CTL*
that uses relations as atomic propositions. Section 3 presents an extension of CTL*
which handles undefinedness. Section 4 presents the direct combination of the
logics in the prior two sections. And, finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions
and directions for future work.
2 Relational Propositions
This section describes Relational CTL*, which is based on CTL* as formulated
by Emerson, though we have omitted the until (U) binary operator; the reasons for
this are described in Section 3. It should be possible to include the until operator
in a version of Relational CTL*, however, its use is not necessary in this paper.
The primary motivation behind this variant of CTL* is the need, in Jones-style
rely/guarantee reasoning, to directly refer to properties over pairs of states; that
is, the need to directly handle relations over the system state at different points
in time. The rely, guarantee, and post conditions in a Jones-style rely/guarantee
system are all relational and the overall reasoning system benefits from this. Tem-
poral logics generally are formulated on the use of a set of atomic propositions that
are predicates over single states. This presents some difficulties when encoding a
rely/guarantee system into a temporal logic, and it is our position that the difficulty
is best avoided. To this end we have generated this variant of CTL* using a set of
atomic propositions which contains relations.
In the following syntax and semantics, P and Q and their decorated variants,
refer to specific relational atomic propositions; a and b and their decorated variants
refer to arbitrary Relational CTL* formulae; M refers to a model; s and its deco-
rated variants refer to specific states in a model; and x and its decorated variants
refers to a temporal path. Note that superscripted variations on paths, i.e. x i , refers
to the suffix of path x starting at the i + 1st state; thus, x 0 = x and x 1 is the suffix
of x starting from the second state.
Two function-like notations are used in the semantic definitions which follow.
First, x ∈ paths(s) indicates that a specific sequence of states, x , is a possible path
starting at s in the model; the model is taken from the context of the use. Second,
first(x ) is a reference to the initial state in the given sequence, x . Thus, it is true
that ∀s · ∀x ∈ paths(s) · first(x ) = s .
The syntax of Relational CTL* is given in figure 1. Formulae are comprised
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S1 Each atomic proposition P is a state formula.
S2 If a , b are state formulae then so are a ∧ b, ¬ a
S3 If a is a path formula then Ea , Aa are state formulae
S4 If a is a state formula then so is Sa
P1 Every state formula is a path formula
P2 If a , b are path formulae then so are a ∧ b, ¬ a
P3 If a is a path formula then so are Xa , Fa , Ga
P4 If a is a path formula then so is Sa
Figure 1: Syntax of Relational CTL*
S1 M , sh , s0  P iff P ∈ L(sh , s0)
S2a M , sh , s0  a ∧ b iff M , sh , s0  a and M , sh , s0  b
S2b M , sh , s0  ¬ a iff not(M , sh , s0  a)
S3a M , sh , s0  Ea iff ∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s0, x  a
S3b M , sh , s0  Aa iff ∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s0, x  a
S4 M , sh , s0  Sa iff M , s0, s0  a
P1 M , sh , x  a iff M , sh ,first(x )  a
P2a M , sh , x  a ∧ b iff M , sh , x  a and M , sh , x  b
P2b M , sh , x  ¬ a iff not(M , s, x  a)
P3a M , sh , x  Xa iff M , sh , x
1
 a
P3b M , sh , x  Fa iff ∃i ·M , s, x
i
 a
P3c M , sh , x  Ga iff ∀i ·M , s, x
i
 a
P4 M , sh , x  Sa iff M ,first(x ), x  a
Figure 2: Semantics of Relational CTL*
of atomic propositions, the usual logical connectives ∧ and ¬ ; the CTL* path
quantifiers E and A; the CTL* path operators X, F, and G; and our shift operator
S. All of these elements –with the exception of atomic propositions and the shift
operator– are defined in the usual way.
A model, M , in Relational CTL* is defined in a similar manner as in CTL*.
A model is a tuple, (S ,R,L): S is the set of states; R is the accessibility relation
between states; and L is the interpretation, mapping a pair of states to the set of
atomic propositions which hold for that pair.
An assertion using a state formula in Relational CTL* is written
M , sh , s0  a
where M is the ground model, both sh and s0 are states, and a is the formula that
we are interested in. The second state, s0, performs the same function as the single
state in a regular CTL* formula; it acts as the reference from which p is interpreted
and from which paths are rooted by the A and E quantifiers. The first state, sh ,
is a “held-aside” state and provides one of the pair of states over which atomic
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propositions –relations– are checked.
Semantic rule S1 in figure 2 gives the basic case for atomic propositions. An
atomic proposition, P , holds in a model M given states sh and s0 if and only if P is
in the set of atomic propositions which L designates to be true for the pair (sh , s0).
An assertion using a path formula in Relational CTL* is written
M , sh , x  a
where the difference relative to the previous state-based assertion is a the path x .
Path-based assertions are essentially the same as in CTL*.
The shift operator has the effect of replacing the held-aside state, as can been
seen in semantic rules S4 and P4. For state assertions, the shift operator replaces
the held-aside state with the reference state s0; for path assertions the held-aside
state is replaced with the initial state of the path x .
We will sometimes use the abbreviation M , s0  a in place of M , s0, s0  a
and similarly for path formulae. Thus,
M , s0  p △M , s0, s0  a
M , x  p △M ,first(x ), x  a
This shorthand is convenient for the formulae where the initial held-aside state is
always the same as the initial state; i.e. those that start with the shift operator.
The full set of semantic definitions for Relational CTL* are in figure 2. Let
us consider a few examples in Relational CTL* to illustrate how the shift operator
works. First, consider the basic assertion
M , sh , s0  P
where P is some relation in the set of atomic propositions. This case is simple:
P holds if it is in the set designated by L for the pair of states (sh , s0); this is as
noted earlier, but also given a graphical depiction. A similar assertion using the
shift operator,
M , sh , s0  SP
holds if P is in the set designated by L for (s0, s0). Semantic rule S4 means that
this assertion is equivalent to M , s0, s0  P .
For the next and eventually operators we will consider a linear example,2 with
x being the path starting at s0 and continuing with si for i ∈ N. An assertion such
as
M , sh , x  XP
holds where P is in the set designated by L(sh , s1), as would be expected. There
are two possibilities for adding a single shift operator to the contained formula: the
first is
M , sh , x  SXP
2without loss of generality. . .
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which works out to checking P against the pair (s0, s1) (i.e. it is equivalent to
M , s0, x  XP ); the second is
M , sh , x  XSP
which works out to checking P against the pair (s1, s1). The difference between
these last two assertions is when the held-aside state is replaced: that is, either be-
fore or after entering the context of the next operator. This makes the shift operator
non-commutative with respect to the path operators.
The difference is similar for the eventually operator: M , sh , x  SFP and
M , sh , x  FSP correspond to checking P against L(s0, si) and L(si , si).
3 Note
that the subscript i is bound per semantic rule P3b for F.
The last linear example we will consider is representative of a pattern which
occurs with some frequency in rely/guarantee reasoning. Consider the assertion
M , sh , x  FSXP
This assertion holds if P is in the set designated by L(si , si+1); that is, the assertion
holds when P is eventually true of some transition between states along the path.
The path quantifiers, A and E, commute with the shift operator; thus, AS ≡ SA
and ES ≡ SE. A proof of this follows trivially from the rules in figure 2.
Predicates can be encoded as relations which ignore one of the pair of states.
However, if the set of atomic propositions contains only right-hand predicates4
then the shift operator becomes an identity operation in Relational CTL* and the
logic becomes equivalent to CTL* without the until operator.
3 Undefinedness
This variant of CTL* introduces a way of reasoning about undefined values to
the logic, giving us CTL∗
⊥
. As noted earlier, the until binary operator has been
omitted: it is not entirely clear, for all cases, whether or not the operator should be
considered defined.
We give the syntax of CTL⊥ in Figure 3. The set of operators is similar to
Relational CTL*, but instead of adding S to the set of operators, we add ∆. The
∆ operator distinguishes between formulae which are defined –and thus able to
be interpreted as either true or false in a given model– and formulae which are
undefined. We use the ∆ operator here in a similar manner it is used in [JM94],
which describes LPF as used in VDM.5
A model, M , for CTL∗
⊥
is the usual tuple (S ,R,L) where S is the set of pos-
sible states, R is a total binary relation over S , and L is the interpretation. In this
3
M , sh , x  FP works out to checking P against L(sh , si).
4i.e. those relations which only use the second, or right-hand, state in the pair.
5Unlike LPF, however, we are treating “undefined” as a concrete value rather than as a “gap”. See
JonesLovert2010.
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S1 Each atomic proposition P is a formula.
S2 If a , b are state formulae then so are a ∧ b, ¬ a
S3 If a is a path formula then Ea , Aa are state formulae
S4 If a is a state formula then so is ∆a
P1 Every state formula is a path formula
P2 If a , b are path formulae then so are a ∧ b, ¬ a
P3 If a is a path formula then so are Xa , Fa , Ga
P4 If a is a path formula then so is ∆a
Figure 3: Syntax of CTL∗
⊥
variant, however, L is total mapping from propositions and states to an element of
the set B ∪ {⊥}. The symbol ⊥ is used to denote the undefined truth value, being
neither true nor false.
The semantics of CTL⊥ are given in figure 4; the notable rules include S1,
S2b/P2b, and S4/P4. The basic rule for atomic propositions, S1, means that an
atomic proposition holds for the given model and state when the interpretation in
L is true. This is a change in mechanism from the CTL* and Relational CTL*
semantics, where set membership is tested. However, set membership is binary —
the lack of a specific proposition in the set of true propositions for a given state is
not enough to indicate that the proposition is false or undefined.
The fact that not being true is not the same as being false leads to the pair
of rules S2b and P2b, dealing with negation. A negated formula holds when the
formula is defined and its un-negated does not hold. This ensures that the negation
of an undefined formula is not true.
The rules given by S4 and P4 deal with undefinedness, and some care was
needed to avoid a circular definition. Rule S4a is analogous to S1 in a sense: ∆P
holds precisely when P can be given a boolean interpretation. The remaining rules
of S4 and P4 give the conditions for definedness of the remaining formula patterns
in CTL⊥.
The specific rules in S4 and P4 deserve further explanation. The rule for de-
finedness of conjunction, S4b, is a direct encoding of the non-strict conjunction
from LPF. Negation, S4c, is simply removed when determining definedness, as
this follows from S4a.
The definedness rules path quantifiers in S4d and S4e consider the quantifiers
as iterated disjunction and conjunction, and thus derive their forms from that. For
example, a formula Ea is defined so long as a is true on even a single possible
path; conversely, if a is not true on any path, then it must be false on all possible
paths for Ea to be false (and thus defined).
A formula formed using the∆ operator at the top level is, itself, always defined.
From this it is clear that S4f is valid.
The rule for definedness of the next operator in P4a is straightforward, and the
rule for the eventually operator is clear if one considers the fixpoint definition of the
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S1 M , s0  P iff L(P , s0)
S2a M , s0  a ∧ b iff M , s0  a and M , s0  b
S2b M , s0  ¬ a iff M , s0  ∆a and not(M , s0  a)
S3a M , s0  Ea iff ∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , x  a
S3b M , s0  Aa iff ∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , x  a
S4a M , s0  ∆P iff L(P , s0) ∈ B
S4b M , s0  ∆(a ∧ b) iff (M , s0  ∆a and M , s0  ∆b) or
(M , s0  ¬ a) or (M , s0  ¬ b)
S4c M , s0  ∆(¬ a) iff M , s0  ∆a
S4d M , s0  ∆(Ea) iff (∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , x  ∆a) or
(∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , x  a)
S4e M , s0  ∆(Aa) iff (∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , x  ∆a) or
(∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , x  ¬ a)
S4f M , s0  ∆(∆a) iff true
P1 M , x  a iff M ,first(x )  a
P2a M , x  a ∧ b iff M , x  a and M , x  b
P2b M , x  ¬ a iff M , x  ∆a and not(M , x  a)
P3a M , x  Xa iff M , x 1  a
P3b M , x  Fa iff ∃i ∈ N ·M , x i  a
P3c M , x  Ga iff ∀i ∈ N ·M , x i  a
P4a M , x  ∆(Xa) iff M , x 1  ∆a
P4b M , x  ∆(Fa) iff (∀i ∈ N ·M , x i  ∆a) or (∃i ∈ N ·M , x i  a)
P4c M , x  ∆(Ga) iff (∀i ∈ N ·M , x i  ∆a) or (∃i ∈ N ·M , x i  ¬ a)
P4d M , x  ∆(∆a) iff true
Figure 4: Semantics of CTL∗
⊥
operator. The eventually operator can be defined as Fa ≡ a ∨ XFa; this definition
is simply iterated disjunction, and leads to a rule for definedness which suits.
4 Relations and Undefinedness
Merging the sets of syntax and semantic rules for Relational CTL* and CTL∗
⊥
is
not difficult and results in a logic which supports reasoning about both relations
and undefinedness. The syntax of this logic, Relational CTL∗
⊥
, is given in figure 5
and its semantics is in figure 6.
A model, M , for Relational CTL∗
⊥
is the usual tuple (S ,R,L) where S is the
set of possible states, R is a total binary relation over S , and L is the interpretation.
In this variant, however, L is total mapping from propositions and and pairs of
states to an element of the set B ∪ {⊥}. The symbol ⊥ is used to denote the
undefined truth value, being neither true nor false. Atomic propositions in this
logic are relations.
Many of the basic rules of Relational CTL∗
⊥
are unchanged from those of Rela-
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S1 Each atomic proposition P is a formula.
S2 If a , b are state formulae then so are a ∧ b, ¬ a
S3 If a is a path formula then Ea , Aa are state formulae
S4 If a is a state formula then so is ∆a
S5 If a is a state formula then so is Sa
P1 Every state formula is a path formula
P2 If a , b are path formulae then so are a ∧ b, ¬ a
P3 If a is a path formula then so are Xa , Fa , Ga
P4 If a is a path formula then so is ∆a
P5 If a is a path formula then so is Sa
Figure 5: Syntax of Relational CTL∗
⊥
S1 M , s, s0  P iff L(P , s, s0)
S2a M , s, s0  a ∧ b iff M , s, s0  a and M , s, s0  b
S2b M , s, s0  ¬ a iff M , s, s0  ∆a and not(M , s, s0  a)
S3a M , s, s0  Ea iff ∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s0, x  a
S3b M , s, s0  Aa iff ∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s0, x  a
S4a M , s, s0  ∆P iff L(P , s, s0) ∈ B
S4b M , s, s0  ∆(a ∧ b) iff (M , s, s0  ∆a and M , s, s0  ∆b) or
(M , s, s0  ¬ a) or (M , s0  ¬ b)
S4c M , s, s0  ∆(¬ a) iff M , s, s0  ∆a
S4d M , s, s0  ∆(Ea) iff (∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s, x  ∆a) or
(∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s, x  a)
S4e M , s, s0  ∆(Aa) iff (∀x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s, x  ∆a) or
(∃x ∈ paths(s0) ·M , s, x  ¬ a)
S4f M , s, s0  ∆(∆a) iff true
S4g M , s, s0  ∆(Sa) iff M , s0, s0  ∆a
S5 M , s, s0  Sa iff M , s0, s0  a
P1 M , s, x  a iff M , s,first(x )  a
P2a M , s, x  a ∧ b iff M , s, x  a and M , s, x  b
P2b M , s, x  ¬ a iff M , s, x  ∆a and not(M , s, x  a)
P3a M , s, x  Xa iff M , s, x 1  a
P3b M , s, x  Fa iff ∃i ·M , s, x i  a
P3b M , s, x  Ga iff ∀i ·M , s, x i  a
P4a M , s, x  ∆(Xa) iff M , s, x 1  ∆a
P4b M , s, x  ∆(Fa) iff (∀i ·M , s, x i  ∆a) or (∃i ·M , s, x i  a)
P4c M , s, x  ∆(Ga) iff (∀i ·M , s, x i  ∆a) or (∃i ·M , s, x i  ¬ a)
P4d M , s, s0  ∆(∆a) iff true
P4e M , s, x  ∆(Sa) iff M ,first(x ), x  ∆a
P5 M , s, x  Sa iff M ,first(x ), x  a
Figure 6: Semantics of Relational CTL∗
⊥
tional CTL*; it is easy to see this logic as the addition of rules for reasoning about
undefinedness to Relational CTL*(rather than as the addition of rules for reasoning
about relations to CTL∗
⊥
).
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The only genuinely new rules in the semantics are S4g and P4e: they describe
when formulae using the shift operator are defined. Like rule P4a –which deals
with definedness of the next operator– rules S4g and P4e depend upon the defined-
ness of the contained formula after the operator’s effect is felt. That is, a formula
using the shift operator at the top level is defined if the contained formula is defined
after the shift of the held-aside state.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
An immediate area for future work that suggests itself is to provide an axiomatiza-
tion of the logics given here, as well as full soundness proofs. Related to this, we
feel that it would be a useful exercise to provide a semantics of CTL* and these
extensions in an inference rule-based format. There are two advantages to such a
format: first, it would place the logical axioms in the same format as those used in
the proofs of Coleman and Jones’ joint paper [CJ07], allowing a tighter integration
into proofs of that style; and, second, it would allow for the creation of a logical
frame in the style of mural [JJLM91].
It would also be useful to provide tool support for these logics. Some work
on implementing three-valued temporal logics in tools has been done; Chechik et
al [CED01] is one example.
As far as we know, the use of relational atomic propositions in a temporal logic
is unique, and is worth further exploration. A relational extension to a linear-time
temporal logic may provide further insight into this sort of structure.
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